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ABSTRACT

3D graphics systems increasingly rely on sophisticated event systems derived from collision detection mechanisms, which support the discretisation of Physics as well as high-level programming and scripting. By contrast, Augmented Reality systems have not yet adopted this approach. We describe the development of a high-level event system on top of the ARToolkit environment incorporating the ODE Physics engine. We first define a typology of events encompassing interactions between virtual objects as well as interactions involving markers. We then describe how these events can be recognised in real-time from elementary collisions detected by the ODE Physics engine. We conclude by discussing examples of high-level event recognitions and how they can support the development of applications.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems]: Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities;

Additional Keywords: Augmented Reality, Event Systems, ARToolKit.

1 INTRODUCTION

Simulating realistic physical object behaviour is an important aspect of all Virtual Reality systems, even more so when object motion is triggered, directly or indirectly, by user interaction. However, the real-time integration of all physical equations is beyond the reach of current systems and would compromise real-time rendering. The solution adopted by many 3D engines, in particular computer game engines, consists of discretising physical simulation so that only kinematics will be constantly solved. Discretisation takes place at the level of specific events, such as collision between objects, or between objects and volumes. This approach has further advantages in that it offers the possibility of programming system behaviour at the level of object interactions, sometimes in a specialised fashion which depends on the application semantics: in computer games, typical events described are landing, destroy, encroach, but many of them are reusable for other applications. This is probably why more traditional VR systems have also developed event systems [1]. Augmented Reality systems could naturally benefit from a similar approach. Traditionally the complexity of virtual scenes in AR systems has been much lower than in their VR counterparts. However, there has been recent interest in realistic physical simulation, particularly with the integration of advanced Physics engines into AR systems [3]. The concept of an event system is not widespread in AR. One of its first mentions was as part of the DWARF system [5] where one of the examples of “glue logic” was precisely to interpret positional changes in terms of high-level events (such as “entering a room”) [6]. However, no systematic event system (of the type of those encountered in computer games) had yet been described as part of these applications.

In this paper, we introduce such an event-system, which is inspired from our previous work in high-level event systems for VR [2]. In the next sections, we show how this detection can be incorporated in the rendering cycle of the ARToolkit without compromising its performance and illustrate the potential uses of the system on implemented examples.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We use the ARToolkit system [4] as a development environment, in a configuration that includes the OSGART API (ARToolKit for OpenSceneGraph [7]) and the ODE Physics Engine (Open Dynamic Engine [3]). Our Event System, ESAR (Event System for Augmented Reality), which is the main focus of this paper, is an additional software layer developed in C++. ESAR proposes an event programming paradigm (inspired from those used in modern game engines) that facilitates the description of virtual objects behaviour. Following a traditional approach in 3D engines, ESAR continuously intercepts basic object collisions and position changes and analyses them in terms of higher-level events, which we have termed **interaction events**.

Figure 1 represents the integration of ESAR into the rendering and simulation cycle of the ARToolKit. The first sampling phase is performed after the ARToolKit update cycle (providing the marker position for the next frame), whereas the second sampling phase takes place after the collision detection cycle of the Physics Engine. During the first phase, ESAR interprets new marker orientations in terms of **position events**, such as the **Tilted event**. The second phase parses the collision contacts generated by the Physics engine during the object’s motion into high-level **collision events**. The system uses physical parameters (velocity, momentum) and object categories to add semantics to low-level collisions. The system operates by continuously interpreting primitive events (such as Collision and Position update), and
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Figure 2. Example of Event-Based Behaviour: Breaking a glass with a virtual hammer.
The first example illustrates how ESAR can be used to encode the manipulation of objects based on interaction with markers, for instance transferring an object from one marker to another interactively. The user inclines a marker holding a sphere (Fig.1, t1). The Tilt event is recognized, in response, the control of the sphere behaviour is transferred to the ODE Physics engine. Consequently, gravity makes it falls off of the marker and collides with the marker situated below it (Fig.1, t3). From the collision an Encroached event is recognised and, as a further response, this sets the sphere’s physical mode as “supported” rather than “free”. The user is now able to manipulate the sphere with the other marker. The second example illustrates how events play a role in the articulation of the different elements of the objects behaviour (animation, change state, motion simulation). Here, the user hits a glass using a hammer; a collision is detected by the Physics engine between the two virtual objects, and intercepted by our event system (Fig.2, 1). The collision is then parsed against our ontology of collision events (Fig.2, 2); the high momentum of the hammer results in the recognition of a Hit event. The instance of the Glass object is then immediately notified of the Hit event (Fig.2, 4). The user is now able to manipulate the sphere with the other marker. The second example illustrates how events play a role in the articulation of the different elements of the objects behaviour (animation, change state, motion simulation). Here, the user hits a glass using a hammer; a collision is detected by the Physics engine between the two virtual objects, and intercepted by our event system (Fig.2, 1). The collision is then parsed against our ontology of collision events (Fig.2, 2); the high momentum of the hammer results in the recognition of a Hit event. The instance of the Glass object is then immediately notified of the Hit event (Fig.2, 4).

3 EXAMPLE RESULTS

The user is now able to manipulate the sphere with the other marker. The second example illustrates how events play a role in the articulation of the different elements of the objects behaviour (animation, change state, motion simulation). Here, the user hits a glass using a hammer; a collision is detected by the Physics engine between the two virtual objects, and intercepted by our event system (Fig.2, 1). The collision is then parsed against our ontology of collision events (Fig.2, 2); the high momentum of the hammer results in the recognition of a Hit event. The instance of the Glass object is then immediately notified of the Hit event (Fig.2, 4).

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have implemented a prototype version of ESAR which is fully functional in our test environment. For scenes of moderate complexity (up to 10 interacting objects, which corresponds to a large proportion of AR applications), the integration of ESAR does not significantly affect the overall performance, operating at an average rendering rate of 58 fps. Current limitations include some unstable behaviour produced by the ODE Physics engine, which will lead us to also explore alternative Physics engines.
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Figure 1. Integration of ESAR in the ARToolkit interaction and rendering cycle: Events can be generated both from interaction with markers and ODE-based physical simulation of object motion.